Glossary of Major CLF 3.0 Elements
General Notes

1. Many of the <div> containers in CLF3 are nested. You will see a series of divs with serial numerical
identifiers grouped together and holding one page section. This is done to allow complex layout
design principles to be applied to pages. It also allows some future design flexibility.
2. “Responsive” refers to the elements of CLF3 design that allow pages to be viewed across any screen
size.

File: index.shtml

<div id="CLF_ON">: This div turns the default CLF styling ON or OFF. It is strongly recommended that
this be left set to “ON.” Any styling changes specific to a particular agency web site should be made to
the CLF_agency_styles.css file.
<div id="mcauser1"><div id="mcauser2"><div id="mcauser3">: (Main Content Area User) These divs
wrap the content area for the user’s content and also apply appropriate margins and padding for
content.
<section>: A new HTML5 div that can be used to call out a specific section of the page. We are using
CLF3 it to wrap inner content and call out specific CLF3 styles.
<div id="mcauser_hdr1"><div id="mcauser_hdr2"><div id="mcauser_hdr3"><div
id="mcauser_hdr4">: (Main Content Area User Header) These divs are for the text header (i.e. H1 tag)
on every page. This should be used for the title of each page.

File: CLF_aboveContent1A.shtml

(Note: Nothing in this file should be changed or modified)
<div id="forceDOMredraw">: A div that forces the browser to redraw the content if it is displayed
incorrectly.
<div id="pw1"><div id="pw2"><div id="pw3"><div id="pw4">: (Page Wrapper) These divs control the
background image and style of the whole page outsider of the main content section. They also control
the side-stripping that outlines the content.
<div id="eas1"><div id="eas2"><div id="eas3"><div id="eas4"><div id="eas5"><div id="eas6">: These
divs provide a placeholder for a possible future Emergency Alert System, not now in use.
<header role="banner">: Container div for the entire header section.
<div id="hg1"><div id="hg2"><div id="hg3"><div id="hg4"><div id="hg5"><div id="hg6">: (Header
Graphic) Container divs for the black bar at the top of the page which includes the state logo, search
button and services button.
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<div id="hg1_l">: (Header Graphic1Left) Container div for the left side of the header, which includes the
State of Delaware “D” logo and text.
<div id="sl1"><div id="sl2"><div id="sl3"><div id="sl4">: (State Logo 1) Container divs for the State of
Delaware logo and text.
<div id="hg1_r">: (Header Graphic 1 Right) Container div for the right side of the header, which includes
the Search bar, Search button, and Services and Information Button.
<div id="sGsG_c">: (Search Group / Services Group Clear) This div clears the styling of both the Search
Group and the Services Group. Any styles applied to the above mentioned div will not be applied or
carried over in the divs and content below.
<div id="hg1_c">: (Header Graphic 1 Clear) This div clears the styling of the Header 1 content wrapper
div. Any styles applied to the above mentioned div will not be applied or carried over in the divs and
content below.

File: CLF_headerImage.shtml

<div id="hgp1"><div id="hgp2"><div id="hgp3"><div id="hgp4"><div id="hgp5"><div id="hgp6">:
(Header Graphic Photo) These divs are for the Header Photo that appears under the black bar at the top
of the page.

File: CLF_aboveContent1B.shtml

<div id="st1"><div id="st2"><div id="st3"><div id="st4">: (Site Title) Container divs for the Site title
and Breadcrumb area (“Breadcrumb” refers to the Department >> Division navigation section at the
top of the page).
<div id="mcaw1"><div id="mcaw2"><div id="mcaw3"><div id="mcaw4"><div id="mcaw5"><div
id="mcaw6">: (Main Content Area Wrapper) These divs wrap the main content area which includes all
the content from after the breadcrumb to the footer of the page.
<div id="mcanav1"><div id="mcanav2"><div id="mcanav3"><div id="mcanav4">: (Main Content Area
Navigation) These divs wrap the left side-bar navigation menu and the slim responsive navigation menu
when viewed on smaller screen sizes.
<div class="nav_ob1"><div class="nav_ob2"><div class="nav_ob3"><div class="nav_ob4">:
(Navigation Open Button) These divs are for the navigation open button text on the responsive menu
bar. The default text is “Main Menu.”
<div class="nav_obi1">: (Navigation Open Button Icon) This div is for the navigation open button icon
on the responsive menu bar.
<div class="nav_cb1"><div class="nav_cb2"><div class="nav_cb3"><div class="nav_cb4">: (Navigation
Close Button) These divs are for the navigation close button text on the responsive menu bar. The
default text is “Main Menu.”
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<div class="nav_cbi1">: (Navigation Close Button Icon) This div is for the navigation close button icon on
the responsive menu bar.

File: CLF_aboveContent3.shtml

<div id="mcauser_cont1"><div id="mcauser_cont2"><div id="mcauser_cont3"><div
id="mcauser_cont4" role="main">: (Main Content Area User Content Sub Area) These divs wrap the
content under the page title, providing space between the header title of the page and the footer. All
agency content goes between these sets of divs.

File: belowContent.shtml

<div id="ftr1"><div id="ftr2"><div id="ftr3"><div id="ftr4">: (Footer) These are the wrapper divs for
the whole footer including the Agency footer and the State Footer.
<div id="ftra1"><div id="ftra2"><div id="ftra3"><div id="ftra4">: (Footer Agency) These are the
container divs for the first footer, which is the Agency Footer.
<div id="ftra1_l">: (Footer Agency 1 Left) Container div for the Footer Agency logo.
<div id="ftra1_r">: (Footer Agency 1 Right) Container Div for the Footer Agency Name and 3 most
important or popular links on their site.
<div id="ftra2_l">: (Footer Agency 2 Left) Container Div for the Footer Agency Name.
<div id="ftra2_r">: (Footer Agency 2 Right) Container Div for the Agency’s 3 most important or popular
links on their site.
<div id="ftra3_r">: (Footer Agency 3 Right) Container div for the RSS and Share buttons in the footer.
<div id="ftra2_c">: (Footer Agency 2 Clear) Div for clearing the styling in the Footer Agency 2 div. Any
styles applied to the above mentioned div will not be applied or carried over in the divs and content
below.
<div id="ftra1_c">: (Footer Agency 1 Clear) Div for clearing the styling in the Footer Agency 1 div. Any
styles applied to the above mentioned div will not be applied or carried over in the divs and content
below.
<div id="ftrs1"><div id="ftrs2"><div id="ftrs3"><div id="ftrs4" role="contentinfo">: These are the
container divs for the second footer, which is the State of Delaware Footer. This should not be edited by
agencies.
<div id="ftrs1_r">: (Footer State 1 Right)
<div id="ftrs2_l">: (Footer State 2 Left)
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<div id="ftrs2_c">: (Footer State 2 Left Clear) Div for clearing the styling in the Footer State 2 Left div.
Any styles applied to the above mentioned div will not be applied or carried over in the divs and content
below.
<div id="ftrs1_c">: (Footer State 1 Right Clear) Div for clearing the styling in the Footer State 1 Right div.
Any styles applied to the above mentioned div will not be applied or carried over in the divs and content
below.
<div id="btm1"><div id="btm2"><div id="btm3"><div id="btm4">: (Bottom of the Page) These divs are
containers for the bottom of the page under both footers.
<div id="btm_bc1"><div id="btm_bc2"><div id="btm_bc3"><div id="btm_bc4">: (Bottom of the Page
Curve Graphic) These divs control the look of the bottom of the page curve on the 2 desktop sizes.

File: CLF_share_bar.shtml

<div class="bar_sm_rss_share1"><div class="bar_sm_rss_share2"><div
class="bar_sm_rss_share3"><div class="bar_sm_rss_share4"><div class="bar_sm_rss_share5"><div
class="bar_sm_rss_share6">: (Small RSS and Share Bar) These are the container wrappers for the RSS
and Share buttons in the Agency Footer.
<div class="addthis_share_btn at_orange">: (Add This Share Button) This is the div that controls the
style of the Share Button. You can change “orange” to any of the following colors: green, blue, skyblue,
royalblue, red, magenta, orange, pink, yellow, brown, lavender, silver, or portal blue.
<div class="rss_share_btn at_orange">: (RSS Button)This is the div that controls the style of the RSS
Button. You can change “orange” to any of the following colors so far: green, blue, skyblue, royalblue,
red, magenta, orange, pink, yellow, brown, lavender, silver, or portal blue.
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